Top Gun Training Centre

Course Offerings

TRAIN TO WIN!

Since 1983, Top Gun Training Centre has been teaching "real world firearm training" utilizing our advanced technique of Integrative Firearms Training®. The Top Gun system will enable you to effectively and efficiently operate your firearm when under survival stress conditions.

Top Gun courses are more than "shooting" or "combat game" classes. Each course consists of a carefully researched, structured and proven curriculum designed to produce "winners," not merely "survivors."

Our training doctrine focuses equally on developing the Gun Handling Skills, Marksmanship Skills, and Tactical Skills required to win and survive defensive firearms encounters. We offer training designed for armed professionals, the firearm enthusiast, and the individual who wants to safely and effectively operate a firearm to defend themselves and their loved ones.

Top Gun training will maximize your skills with pistols, rifles, shotguns, and how to transition between each weapon's system. In addition, we offer Advanced Defensive Driving, Executive Protection and specialized training programs for law enforcement, corrections, security agencies, and the gaming industry.

If you own or plan to own a firearm, use a firearm professionally or as an enthusiast—Top Gun Training Centre is the ultimate choice.

TG-LC Ladies Handgun Course

This course is just for women. The TG-LC Ladies Course is dedicated to training women in the fundamentals of safe gun handling. Topics include:

- Handgun Safety on the range and in the home
- How to select a handgun
- Transportation and Storage of firearms
- Stance, grip, sighting (alignment & picture) and trigger control

Students will fire approximately 200 rounds of ammunition on various types of targets under the guidance of our Law Enforcement Certified Instructors. Completion of this course prepares ladies for the TG-110 course.

Integrative Firearms Training®:
Each of our courses is designed to progressively build your knowledge, skills and abilities in the operational functions and tactical application of the particular weapon system. All of our programs apply techniques and topics gleaned from many sources. We take a layered approach to developing the participant's Combat Triad: their mindset, their personal fortitude, and tactical wisdom to be "winners," not merely "survivors." By series' end, you will have been thoroughly trained in the following areas:

- Weapon Orientation & Administrative Functions
- Tactical Firearm Safety
- Combat Targeting & Zoning
- Ambidextrous Operation
- Malfunction/Stoppage Reduction
- Entry & Search Techniques
- Sustained Fire/Select Loading Techniques
- Moving Targets
- Close Quarters Battle
- Survival Stress Effects & Management
- Evasive & Dynamic Movement
- Rules of Survival & Laws of Combat
- Stealth Cover Tactics
- The Combat Mindset & Warrior’s Edge
- Alternative Shooting Positions
- The Legal/Moral/Ethical Aspects of Deadly Force

"Bulls eyes don't shoot back!"

Bad guys not only shoot back, they have probably shot first. And, under such "survival stress" conditions, the techniques you were taught in order to shoot perfect "x-rings" are known to fail! Even worse, most of those techniques can get you killed during a deadly force encounter. Mortal combat IS what the event IS; whether Cop, Marine, or armed citizen.

We do everything possible to bring the "street to the range" in both as dynamic and entertaining fashion as we can. For us, "to teach is to learn" and we are confident that you will find your experience at Top Gun a rewarding one.
Our Tactical Pistolcraft program is a series of courses open to both semi-automatic pistols and revolvers.

Pistolcraft-110 is a one-day course that introduces a variety of stress techniques necessary for the administrative and sustained operation of the pistol, as well as the concept of Tactical Firearm Safety, Sight Applications and Target Zoning at Close Quarters Battle distances. Integrated into this process are several tactical skills including Situational Awareness and Evasive Movement. While no formal pistol training is required for this course, even the most experienced shooter will benefit from this fresh approach to the defensive use of the handgun.

Pistolcraft-120 is a two-day course for those who have had prior documented formal pistol training, including completion of our 110 class. Using the same Integrative Firearms Training® techniques of our 110 course, we now add to the participant’s list of skills the Draw Stroke Presentation, including from a concealed carry mode, while adding Stress Reloading, Malfunction Drills, Multiple Targets at varying angles and distances, Alternative Shooting Positions, Dynamic Movement, and Stealth Cover Tactics.

Once you have completed a Pistolcraft-120 course, you can graduate to both Pistolcraft-130 and Pistolcraft-140.

Pistolcraft-130 is a two-day course that will expand your abilities even further by adding Ambidextrous Operation, Third Party Management, Team Drills, Moving C-Q-B, Less-Than-Ideal Shooting Positions, Moving Targets, Multi-Directional Dynamic Movement and Interior/Exterior Structural Applications.

Pistolcraft-140 is a five-hour session in Reduced Light Shooting which recreates many of the exercises from 120 under varying ambient and artificial lighting conditions, including the use of flashlights.

Pistolcraft-150 is the three-day combination of Pistolcraft-120 and 130 courses. It includes Pistolcraft-140 during the winter months and is scheduled by special arrangement.

Our Tactical Shotgun courses provide a comprehensive and practical approach in the operational functions and tactical application of the Shotgun. These courses are open to both pump action and autoloading shotguns with a barrel not in excess of 20 inches.

Shotgun-210 is a one-day course that covers all aspects in the selection and operational characteristics of the law enforcement/military style shotgun. The course introduces a variety of techniques necessary for the operation of the shotgun under survival stress conditions. Also covered in this course are Load Selection and Patternning, Sight Applications and Target Zoning at close and medium range distances, Carry & Deployment Positions and Sustained & Select Loading Techniques. Integrated into this process are several tactical skills including Situational Awareness and Evasive Movement. No prior formal training is required for this course.

Shotgun-220 is a two-day course for those who have had prior documented formal shotgun training, such as completion of a Police Academy program or our Shotgun-210 class. Using the same Integrative Firearms Training® techniques of our 210 course, we now add to the participant’s list of skills Close Quarters Battle, Extended Range Applications, Stress Reloading, Malfunction Drills, Multiple Targets at varying angles and distances, Alternative Shooting Positions, Dynamic Movement, Handgun Integration Drills, and Stealth Cover Tactics. NOTE: you will need your personal handgun and support equipment if you wish to participate in the handgun transition drills.

Shotgun-230 is the three-day combination of our Shotgun-210 and 220 courses and is scheduled by special arrangement.

This course is best understood when we clearly define a Patrol or Urban Rifle. First and foremost, it is a semi-automatic, fed with a box magazine. Second, it fires a medium powered cartridge or a handgun-like round (carbine). Third, its barrel does not exceed 18-inches and is usually much shorter, and it is not equipped with any scope-type of optics. If your rifle fits into that general description, then it is suitable for patrol duty and personal protection. The most common rifles we see in the course are the Ruger Mini-14’s, and Patrol Rifles, M-16/AR-15, US30calM1 types.

In these courses, we apply the same Integrative Firearms Training® philosophy that we apply in our Pistolcraft and Tactical Shotgun programs. In fact, these courses exactly mirror the curriculum of the handgun courses, we are just simply applying it to the rifle.

Patrol Rifle-310 is a one-day course that covers all aspects in the selection and operational characteristics and introduces a variety of techniques necessary for the operation of the rifle under survival stress conditions. Also covered in this course are Sight Adjustment and Applications, Target Zoning and Trajectories at close and medium range distances, Carry & Deployment Positions and Stress Reloading. Integrated into this process are several tactical skills including Situational Awareness and Evasive Movement. No prior formal training is required for this course.

Patrol Rifle-320 is a two-day course for those who have had prior documented rifle training, such as completion of a Military or Police Academy program and/or our Rifle-310 classes. In the 320 course, we add Close Quarters Battle, Extended Range Applications, Malfunction Drills, Multiple Targets at varying angles and distances, Alternative Shooting Positions, Dynamic Movement, Handgun Integration Drills, and Stealth Cover Tactics. NOTE: you will need your personal handgun and support equipment if you wish to participate in the handgun transition drills.

Patrol Rifle-330 is the three-day combination of our Patrol Rifle-310 and 320 courses and is scheduled by special arrangement.

Three-Day Introductory Course (TG-410) includes the following:
• Basic Concepts of Threat Assessment & Risk Analysis
• Principles of Protection
• The Advance
• The Agent and The Principal
• Vehicle, Home & Office Security
• Travel Issues, Domestic And International
• Workplace Violence Prevention & Response
• Resource Development for the Agent
• Introductory Firearms for Agents
• Securing Employment & Marketing Services for Agencies

Seven-Day Master Course (TG-420) includes the following:
• Review of Introductory Course material
• Performing Threat Assessments
• Choreography of Protection
• Transportation & Vehicle Security
• Performing Advances and Route Surveys
• Office and Residential Security Procedures
• Protocol and Etiquette
• Tactical firearm handling and safety
• Executive Protection based shooting techniques
• Responding to multiple adversaries
• Counter-surveillance techniques
• Advanced defensive & evasive driving techniques

CALIFORNIA CCW COURSE
This course is sanctioned by numerous County Sheriff’s Offices for the concealed carry of handguns. We will be conducting this training on a monthly basis and private classes can be arranged.

The course is taught by Police Officers with outstanding qualifications. The material covered will include: laws, responsibilities, ethical considerations, firearms training and qualification as mandated by law.

The weapon you intend to use on the permit must be used during the course. You may list up to three handguns per permit and must qualify with each during the course.

Cost covers the course handouts, & book (including tax).

This course does not guarantee a CCW permit.